
SGG Tinted Glass 5.5MM dark Grey- Can be coated to be dark gray mirrors 

As we know that the process of Tinted Glass is similar to clear anneal glass.That is putting prescribed
quantity of tinted agent to mix with molten glass, which flows through tweel to Tin Bath and then to lehr.
While floating through the molten tin, the glass under the works of gravity and surface tension becomes
smooth and flat at both sides. The amazing advantage of tinted glass is that It can reduce solar
transmittance. 

Especially to tinted grey color glass are not spectrally selective, and reduce the penetration of both light
and heat. Both dark gray and euro grey are available from us, thickness from 4mm to 10mm. 

The Main Features About  SGG 5.5MM Dark Grey Glass:

Solar control performance, to reduce the air-conditioning expense. For example: to reduce internal
and external reflection, light glare, and offering improved privacy compared to other clear glass
and other colors. 
Reduce light transmission when compare to other colors which have same thickness. 
Have good performance to reduce UV radiation. 
can be dark grey tempered glass, dark grey laminated glass, dark gray insulated glass, dark gray
frosted glass, etc. 

Specifications of SGG Gray Tinted Glass:  

Thickness: 4mm 5mm 5.5mm 6mm 8mm 10mm 
Color available: dark gray, light grey/euro grey/smoky gray 
 Stock size: 1650mmx2440mm, 1830mmx2440mm, 2140mm*3300mm, 2440mm*3300mm,
2250mmx3300mm  
Customized size is available 

Production Standard:

comply with EN12150 European tempered glass standard  
comply with ASTM1048 American Standard  
conform with GB 9963-1998 Tempered Glass Standard  
conform with GB 17981-1999 Chinese Standard Tempered and Heat-Strengthened Glass  
Comply with Chinese Safety Glass Compulsory Certification (CCC), IGCC, CSI.  

Applications of  tinted glass 5.5mm drak grey: 



Dark grey window glass panels 
Dark gray tempered glass table tops 
tinted dark grey glass 5.5mm thickness can be tempered, laminated, and insulated. Thus it can
apply to glass wall, glass facade, glass railings, glass balustrade, glass balcony, glass partition,
glass table tops.  
Gray glass louver sheets 
 ... 

Details for 5.5MM Dark Grey Tinted Glass:

Product Pictures：



Production Lines:

Package and Loading:





We promise you that that you always can have high quality 5.5MM Tinted Glass
Dark Grey with the most efficiency delivery time.


